SENSUOUS POWER RESONATING FROM SOURCE
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Sensuous power is power like no other - it comes from within - not from the clinical ice palace of the
mind and logic but from the depths of the heart and soul - a mother’s love is a power like nothing
else: it can move mountains; is stronger than any man-made weapon; it can melt and heal the hearts’
of men and divided nations.
“One of the most calming and
powerful actions you can do to
intervene in a stormy world is to stand
up and show your soul. Struggling
souls catch light from other souls who
are fully lit and willing to show it.”
Clarissa Pinkola Estés
We live in a world where power is
often expressed and overly-valued as
being a phsyical strength, competitive,
combatitive and the domination of one
over others. It is usually a male-driven
energetic power - outward, exclusive,
dynamic, intellectual, goal focused,
forceful, wordy, individual - a varying
shifting of balance in energies that sit
within both male and females.

SENSUOUS POWER

For example, making a baby under IVF is
a logical, time-orderly medical procedure
that very much runs as a pragmatic male
energetic - whereas the natural instinct
of creating a baby is much more of a
feminine energetic: there’s a magic and
flow to it, non-logic, happens when it
happens. If a woman can connect to
both of these energetics during such
a time it’s a wonderful experience
regardless of the medical procedures
she may be enduring - she might find
this through her dream process, or
through visualisations or simply observing
when her mind is overly pushing for an
outcome rather than relaxing into the flow
of what might be.

Sensuous power is a feminine
influenced energetic power which
comes from deep inside and tends to
be in our society under-valued because
it refuses to be tangibly measured: it’s
more passive and observing in nature,
inclusive, communing, relational, feeling
into things instead of over-thinking
things, intuitive, insightful, non-wordy,
visionary. Again this energetic sits at
varying degrees within both male
and females.

Sensuous power is about owning
and valuing life seen and felt through
a sensory experience over a purely
intellectual one - which is tricky given
most of our educational systems have
been set up to do the opposite. It means
to watch and observe how we go into our
heads to explain things and rationalise,
over instead a natural (but so often
forgotten) way of feeling into things and
intuiting - sometimes a knowing gentle
touch speaks far more than a stream of
rational logical words.

It’s not a feministic outlook or a striving
for one thing to be better than another
- the key to a balanced life would be to
have access to both of these energetics
when needed.

True sensuous power is the ability
to fully meet and tenderly hold our
vulnerabilty and feelings and not pass
them into another person’s lap for
safe keeping.

It means to get into your body,
befriend it, know and like your own
mind, find and define your breath,
look in not out and connect to
your own gold, not covet anothers.
Everytime we make a judgment on
ourselves or another, we diminish our
power, everytime we beat ourselves
up, think negative thoughts or let
anxiety get the better of us, we drop
our power and in dropping our power
we drop down out of the higher
vibration we could be living from
and life becomes more structured,
contracted and fearful.
There are ways to find your own
sensuous power and it’s important to
be gentle and kind with yourself in
these practices, to be in the dance
and flow of it over a rigid need to
get it ‘right’ which again is male and
strident in energy. The feminine
sensuous power is playful, spiralling,
non-linear and liberating - she sees
life as a journey with no need to fix
the destination because in doing that
already we’ve limited the imagination
and possibility to all that we could be.
So take your time, be playful, have
fun with this, allow yourself to mess
up, be in a radical spirit of adventure
inspired by Divine light and Grace.

THE PRACTICES
.............................................................................................................................................................

Please give yourself a full calendar month on these practices and make no judgment
if you fall off one day - just get back on your horse without critical inner dialogue

The Set Up
Find or photocopy the below image of “The Birth of Venus’ by Botticelli and place it in a quiet space that
you can return to daily and sit quietly. Have a candle nearby that you can light as a ritual and habit that
reminds you to slow down and to go inwards to the inner world. Also keep a journal and pen nearby to
make notes of your feelings, experiences and dreams.

Here we go - 1. Journaling

2. The Physical practice

3. The contemplation

The image shows Venus or Aphrodite
in all her feminine juice and lushous
sensuousness and power - take
some time to really look at it and
acquaint yourself with her and what
is surrounding her. The subconscious
loves symbols and imagery over words.
As you look notice things that resonate
with you - it might be her nakedness, the
fact that she is portrayed coming out of
the watery world of the subconscious,
etc. Then begin to notice if you can
identify with her in any way - do you
relate to her power, to her beauty, to her
sensuousness? How do you express
your own sensuousness? What does
that word mean and feel to you? How
do you relate to the feminine energetic
aspects above? Does that part of you
come out to play? When? How? Do you
make love from this part or is it more
male energetic (goal/orgasm related?
pleasing of your partner over your own
sensory enjoyment?) etc.

Do the Sensuous Power Practice
every day and notice once you
have mastered the sequence which
energetic in you is doing it? ie: Are
you striving to get it perfect? Make
it look good? Beating yourself up in
any way? (all male energetic) Or are
you having fun with it? Taking each
time you do it as a new experience?
feeling that you’re moving from a
powerful place deep inside of you
over an external dynamic pushing
power to “nail” the practice in
some way?

After your practice sit, find your
place of centre and become the
‘observer’ for at least a few minutes
every day. Observe your thoughts,
your reactions, your emotions, your
judgments. Watch the people in your
life, notice your reaction to what they
may say or do in front of you, again
without judgment. Notice and observe
where you go and what you make
things mean. This is teaching you to
step back from your experience and
instead to notice your experience
without attachment to your internal
commentary. As you do this more
often you become instantly in the
present moment where you are
deciding things and saying things from
a clean page not basing your action,
words and deeds on past beliefs
or projections.

You’re looking for clues and
observations on the feminine energetic
that operates deep inside of you.
Was your mother connected to this
energetic? Maybe your father was more
sensory and intuitive than her? Notice
the people around you and see if you
can sense what their relationship is with
the feminine sensory power. There is no
right or wrong to this exercise - it’s just
giving you the opportunity to relate to
your inner depths. You might find your
dream process expands and unravels
things locked deep in your psyche.

Then do the practice as if you were
Venus rising out of the water - do it
naked - do it with a slow sensuous
eyes closed rhythm, feel your way in
the practice rather than thinking your
way, notice how your hips feel when
you move from your hips, squeeze
up through the pelvic floor to initate
movement, notice how the palms of
your hands feel, the soles of your
feet, the back of your neck, your skin
when they make contact with the
earth, the feeling of your muscles
uniting and hugging powerfully
against your bones,move as if it
were an embrace, a sacred dance,
a journey of rapture to connect you
back to your deepest self. It may
create an emotional wave - somedays
you may feel sad, happy, excited etc…
it doesn’t matter be with whatever
arises, just noticing and observing
how long you can stay in that sensual
space and when you drop out.

Then take this further afield and
outwards, try and spend a part of your
day feeling into things and feeling
into other people’s energy rather than
over-thinking. For instance, with a
friend or loved one, in a conversation
go underneath what the person is
saying and see if you can ‘feel’ them
- you might notice a huge divide
between what they’re saying and
what you’re picking up energetically
- explore with them what you pick up
and vice versa.

4. Other areas to explore
“Grace is what picks me up and lifts
my wings high above and I fly! Grace
always conquers! Be graceful in
everything; in anger, in sadness, in joy,
in kindness, in unkindness, retain grace
with you!”
C. JoyBell C.

Notice how you dress to cover your naked body everyday
- what clothes you choose that either embraces your form
or armours you against the world in some way. Choose
consciously to wear things that embrace the sensuousness
of being over the pragmatic for a change - it may mean
you need to take the sensuous part of you shopping! What
underwear is next to your skin - is it pratical, efficent over
soft and sensual. Notice how things go when you wear
soft and sensual - it may sound quite crazy that a simple
change in your underwear might create such an energetic
shift but stay with it because it’s having a bigger effect on
you than your logical mind could ever imagine. Let go of
any judgments, don’t worry if someone else starts to notice
these shifts and makes a comment (positive or negative) - it
will be their own ‘stuff’ in whatever they may say.
Notice what food choices you make when you are in
your sensuous power - take her food shopping - notice
how she’s the one that wants to touch the fruit, smell the
fragrance of the flowers, she’s tactile in nature
Give yourself sensory experiences: an oil-infused bath with
rose, neroli, francinsence or bergamot essential oils - light
candles - body brush - self-massage your entire body nuture it like the true deep friend it is.
Read up-lifting sensory-rich stories before bed that take
you into the world of the subconscious and myth - books by
Anais Nin, Paulo Coelho, Clarissa Pinkola Estes
Stay more silent - with yourself and with your outer world
- begin to be more aware of how you use your words - the
sensous power of the feminine speaks less and hears
more, but when she does speak there’s a power, depth and
unshakeable truth to her words. When you’re fully in this
energy you will notice that you don’t have to ‘push’ your
point of view and instead you can put your sword of words
down and be less combatative and defensive.

Walk out into the world from the place of sensuous power
deep inside of you, it lives in your belly and hips, there’s an
innate attraction and charisma when you are connected to
this energy within you. Learn to hold that high space and
soft powerful vibration.
Begin to notice when you drop out of the sensory feminine
power - is it with anyone in particular? at work? When
someone says something? Why do you drop out? Again no
right or wrong you’re just looking for clues as to how the
outer world makes you shift your inner world unconsciously.
Take advantage of times when you could practice with
her more - when you’re making love - as you walk - as you
talk etc. When I was first learning this several years ago,
my very male pragmatic logical mind was sceptical. I was
sitting in the restaurant of a beautiful hotel in San Francisco
on my way home from training in energetic work. There
was no one around as it was early in the evening. I was
on my own so i’d taken a book with me to read. I ordered
my dinner and as I started to read I thought “OK, I’ll read
as if I were envoking the Aphrodite energy in me”, nothing
visably was different in my posture, I carried on reading
feeling good in myself. Suddenly the waiter appeared
with a cocktail in his hand to which I replied “I didn’t order
that”, and he said “The man at the bar sent it over to you!” amazed at the power of this I quickly dialled her down and
thanked the person for the drink nonetheless.
Practice at honing your intuiton by taking simple and easy
decisions over things that aren’t hugely important - for
instance - what you feel like eating and when. Day by day
you are harnessing and growing your intuitive inner muscle
and giving your more logical mind a sense of confidence in
the natural intuition you have but maybe haven’t used for
many years.

Always reconnecting back to you
Sensuous Power connects you to your magic and the landscape of your heart. You begin to really
value the gold you hold within you and are more aware of how you express this and whom you
might let see it. There’s a gentle sweetness and tenderness to this power - you’ll begin to notice
when you get swept up into another person’s world, their story and drama and in that how you lose
your power. By practicing, you instead learn to stay centered and to open into the present moment
with an awakened clear calm mind and a deep connection to your gentle heart and feelings and in
that if only for a moment, you are able to shape the world afresh from that point in time, not from the
pre-conditioned fixed points that were set in the past or are being projected into the future.
We live in such a mechanical time, of logic and binary data that to encourage us all to value
the innate feminine sensous power is a beautiful gift and encourages us all to take pristine self
nuruting care of ourselves. By holding this feminine sensuous power in the palms of our hands with
softness, kindness and gentleness we allow the true male dynamic power to rebalance too in us all.

“She is free in her wildness, she is a wanderess, a
drop of free water. She knows nothing of borders
and cares nothing for rules or customs. ‘Time’ for
her isn’t something to fight against. Her life flows
clean, with passion, like fresh water.”
Roman Payne
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